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BORREWING FROM )'OURSELF
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But the Office of the current disclo:ures could statements in respect to
the amouni, of debt (both
The money relps lower Auditor-Ge;:eral says be improved.
the council'e external this is a bi rnt inLrpre- While external and internal an,l external)
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tion.
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year
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when
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sales have not gone He ranked Whangarei
through as expected. District Council 62nd out
Currently the coulcil is of67 territorial authoritborrowing $l0m from ies because cfits lo*'finthe firnd plus $Em from ancial assets.
the Community Develop, He *i11 tlII at the OId
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included in the Long September 5, in a mcet. ing hosted ty 2010 r'ayTerm Plan.
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could have been added to Slater.
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